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After an ant bite, a woman with type 1 diabetes was told she needed an amputation. Here's how doctors were able to save her leg using a variety of treatments and procedures. Sign up for our newsletters to enjoy the best stories, advice and jokes! You don't even need a sports fan to enjoy these 34 hugely entertaining stories. You don't even need a sports fan to enjoy these 34
hugely entertaining stories. Ring Lardner, James Thurber, Garrison Keeler, and even the great P.G. Wodehouse all had a swing at our national pastime. From the book: Nothing all over the country but the coming series was discussed. Wherever civilization reigned, and in Jersey City, one question was on every lip: Who would win? Octogenarians murmur it. The babies lisp it. - P
G Wodehouse Originally Published: April 05, 2012 Originally published in Reader's Digest is a common dream for creative people living by selling poems or short stories. Unfortunately, it's also a difficult career to break into. Many habits can help increase your chances of success, as can carefully study your market and buyers in it. If you're willing to work hard, handle rejection well
and are eager to improve your skills when people give you advice, you might be willing to succeed in the difficult world of publishing. Learn your market. Aim what you write directly on what your chosen market wants. Write what you love and write every day. Develop a great writing style with passion and practice. Establish the habit of writing at a specific time with a specific goal
every single day. Edit to perfection, then take a fair opinion before presenting your story or poem. Others polished their writing after Frank's assessment is given. Make a list of paying target markets. Note the names of editors, any time period presented, publishing addresses, information formatting, and special notes. Always present the manuscripts exactly the way the market
requests them. Deposit in payment markets. When you receive a rejection, don't focus on that. Instead, submit to your list next to the market. As soon as you put a submission in the mail, sit down and write the next story or poem. Always work on a new story or poem. Market yourself. Establish a fan base among those who read your stories and poetry. Try to build a relationship
with those using social networking or a website, and make sure they're aware of every new publication. Tips Once you're safe in your talent, writers' conferences and conferences can help you network and give you insider information about getting hot. Explore emerging markets. For example, Amazon provides a simple self-publishing platform for authors, and some new miniature
works are primarily marketed as iPhone apps. If your dream is to be a writer, bring income while developing your fiction career Look for writing locations. Warning do not leave your day job. Writing poetry and short fiction rarely brings steady income. If a novel is like a good Of wine (every once at a time you surprise yourself by polishing one in the same night) so a good little story is
like a shot. After one is thrown back, you feel like you've been punched in the face, but in a good way. Most. The novel can work as a soul-soother, which is good. But sometimes what you want is a shock to your senses. You want to feel a big emotion fast. And you don't feel like breathing tannins or making your way through Goldfinch, and you shouldn't apologize for it! Instead,
what you want is a succession of profound experiences. You want to be racing a dog across an army base covered in snow. You want to lose your mind and declare yourself king of Spain. You want to wreak havoc in a bloody emergency room, emit a handful of suspicious bullets into your mouth, and go driving. What you want is short stories. Here are my 10 recommendations for
what to read, plus shots to go with them. For the mixologist, there are recipes. Also, since the best cure for a hangover is a hair of the dog, or a dose of what you did earlier in the night, there are also links to more intoxicating stories from those writers. You imagine will be drunk for months. 1 । Hell-heaven Jhumpa Lahiri + A ToastieWhy They match by: I'm about to risk sounding
like a Jhunpa Lahiri character: American Girlfriend. I love my culture and my spicy food, she says to her Indian lover for pops in many stories! And always broken up with even going to basic survival. But, I love the writings of Jhumpa Lahiri and her spicy food! Hell-heaven is a beautiful story, and I'm sorry to say, quite aromatic. So enjoy it with a cinnamon drink to match. Toastie
Recipe: Equal Parts Amaretto and Cinnamon SchnappsHangover Treatment: Unorriated Earth2 . Emergency + A 911What They Match by Dennis Johnson: 911 is dangerous because when aligned different wines (it mixes a sense with a digestif and a liqueur) the effect trebles. Emergency is dangerous because it mixes hallucinations, knives and rabbits. To keep it another way,
both will mess you up very quickly. Recipe 911: Equal part Jack Daniel, Southern Comfort, and JägermeisterHangover Cure: Son of Jesus: Stories3. Elsewhere coffee drinking ZZ Packer + an espresso by the way they match: This story is shot by guns. It opens with Dina, the protagonist, telling his fellow freshmen in orientation that if he could have any object, he would have a
revolver. They shrink and whitewash her war against that starts Yale. Her anger and wit are razor sharp and her story is as invigorating as a triple shot of espresso. Espresso recipe: Combine a café, a barista, and a comfy chairhangover cure: Sipping coffee elsewhere (eponymous collection) 4. Long distance runner Grace Paley + A pickle by they match: Grace Paley once said that
a good short story is always at least two stories. It's a middle age The story of the woman is rethinking her past life, trying to figure out what comes next. Also the story of Brooklyn — how your neighborhoods keep changing yet never really change. This story is a pickle because nothing can be more Brooklyn than vodka and pickle juice, except for Paley himself. Pickle recipe: One-
shot vodka followed with a one-shot pickle juiceHangover treatment: drastic changes in the last minute 5. Stephanie Vaughan + A Bomb PopWhy they match-by-dog paradise which America would look like if America were alive and well. The classic Norman Rockwell tropes are there — fathers in uniform, mothers in aprons, children in mittens and a meaty, sneaky dog — but
together they live in the overwhelming shadow of the atomic bomb. This story will make you nostalgic for your childhood. You want a turbo rocket popsicle dripping under your fingers, but you'll need a drink. Thus bomb pop.bomb pop recipe: equal parts phantom, lemon flavored vodka, blue curacao and granine hangover cure: sweet talk 6. Sonny Blues James Baldwin + Johnny
Walker RedWhy By The Match: This Story Sounds Simple — A Harlem Teacher Takes in His Prodigal Little Brother, a Musician and Heroin Addict Who Can't Or Can't Stay Clean. But how can Sonny's blues be simple when it reads like the music it celebrates and fills you with hope, suffering pain, and the need to drink a lot of scotch in a dark, quiet bar? Hangover Cure: Going to
Meet the Man: Stories 7. Christmas Eve Maeve Brennan + A Three Wise MenWhy They Match: If you're one of those guys, like me, that's alternately sad and joyful at Christmas (it's a bad combination of being passionate about an idyllic childhood and, well, mortality) than it's the story for you. Brennan takes sadness several notches above just being Irish. Three Wise Men Recipe:
Equal Parts Johnny Walker, Jim Beam, and Jack Daniel's SHangover Cure: Springs of Affection: Stories of Dublin 8. Diary of a Maniac by Nikolai Gogol + A Russian RouletteWhy They match: Reading Gogol is a better bet than playing a round of Russian roulette, but two experiences are similar: blatantly ludicrous and indeed surprising. Gogol's straight-sadhy absurdity will give
you a spin. And when you try your luck in a few rounds of Russian roulette (drinks, please, actual Russian roulette will kill you) you can feel like the King of Spain. Russian roulette recipe: One part Kahlua, one part vodka, two parts sambua. There is a fire. Let a bartender make itHangover cure: Diary of a Maniac, Government Inspector, and Selected Stories 9. Raymond Carver +
Night School by a boilermakersclough they match is the story of middle-aged, let alone people waking up late at night. So it's fun. The story, like drinks, is fundamentally working class — straightforward without gimmicky or fringed. Both drinking and the story fulfill a specific sense of despair. Neither is celebrated. Boilermaker recipe: A shot of whiskey and a glass of beerHangover
treatment: Do you please Please? 10. Good country guys Flannery O'Connor + a Georgia PeachWhy they match-by-match: Knocking back some Georgia Peaches will give you confidence to try one of the best to come-on lines ever. A line that can only come from the mind of Flannery O'Connor. a line that makes this story one of the best ever written; Show me where your
wooden feet get on. I cannot think of a better recommendation than this. Georgia Peach Recipe: Similar Parts Peach schnapps and Southern ComfortHangover Cure: A good guy is hard to find images: Connie Ma, Mark Philpott, RG &amp; B, ArchBishopJosh, gigi_NYC, classic_film, Phantom, Trawin, NovoaR, Brother O Mara/Flickr O'Mara/Flickr
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